Accurate pupil tracking plays an important role in many sophisticated applications such as HCI 1 , behavioral research, driver's fatigue detection and marketing. In this study particle filter helps us to track pupil in video frames under active IR illumination. The proposed method can be categorized as follow; The eye video is captured by a HMD 2 camera, then precise location of the pupil is determined by thresholding and applying Snake algorithm, next the contour of the detected pupil is modeled with an ellipse, finally the parameters of the ellipse such as center coordinates and major & minor axiss are tracked by particle filter. Experimental results of the proposed method which applied to 20 different subjects, demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Tracking pupil is one of the prevailing applications of image processing. Pupil tracking refers to precise locating and tracking of pupil and its center by features like, shape, color, size and distance between two pupils. Pupil tracking has widespread applications in medical, biometrics, behavioral research, HCI 2 and so on.
During reading or watching a scene, eye movements reveal useful information about how everyone processes the received visual data to confirm it with his knowledge. Eye tracking can be used for psychologic studies, human and machine interface, driver fatigue detection and so on.
The term eye tracking used in this research refers to gaze determination or tracking eye movement relative to the head. Collected information like eye position and movement give us movement pattern of the eye.
There is a variety of pupil tracking algorithms with different accuracies and applications. But we can categorize them in two main groups; intrusive and non-intrusive methods. intrusive methods track eye by contacting some sensors or electrodes to the eye or skin around eye. Though these method offer high accuracy in tracking, but they are not user friendly and hard to setup. In the other hand, non-intrusive methods, are more user friendly, less expensive, more flexible and easily performable. Since non-intrusive methods are video-based, main part of them is a video camera connected to a PC for real-time image processing.
RELATED WORKS
Numerous researches have been conducted in the field of eye tracking and yield to different methods and applications that will be mentioned below. Pupil is illuminated by IR across camera optical axis, so the bright pupil is created and pupil is seen as a bright spot in the image. Then pupil is tracked by kalman filter and if fails, mean shift will complete tracking process.
In 2011 Jian-nan et al. (9) tracked pupil by particle filter for gaze tracking. A fixed camera with IR illumination used to create bright pupil due to approximate pupil detection. Then a morphology operator is applied to determine accurate contour of pupil and pupil is modeled by an ellipse. Finally, particle filter will track ellipse parameters.
In 2002 Ji et al. (8) tracked eye, gaze and face pose to monitor driver's vigilance. They used NIR 4 illumination to creating bright pupil in order to approximate pupil location. By adjusting IR illuminator, bright and dark pupil is obtained and by image subtraction, location of pupil is approximated and thresholding by Kullback information distance results in exact detection of pupil, finally kalman filter is exploited for tracking.
In 2007 Komogortsev et al. (11) developed an eye controlled computer interface with kalman filter. In this research an attention focus kalman filter (AFKF) that makes an eye movement language to real-time perception and modeling of human visual system. In this method, basic movements of eye are determined and point of attraction of person is predicted.
In 2010 Asadifard andShabanzadeh (2) made an adaptive detection of pupil center by face detection and analyzing accumulative distribution function. In this method face location is approximated by viola-jones face detector. Eye is located by its structural information. By calculating histogram of the region and using accumulative distribution function, eyelashes and eyelids removed in an adaptive manner. Finally the center of this region is supposed as the pupil center.
HUMAN'S EYE ANATOMY AND EYE MOVEMENT
The human eye is like a camera. Light comes in through the cornea, a clear cover that is like the glass of a camera's aperture. The amount of light coming in is controlled by the pupil, an opening that opens and closes a little like a camera shutter. The light focuses on the retina, a series of lightsensitive cells lining the back of the eye. The retina acts like camera film, reacting to the incoming light and sending a record of it via the optic nerve to the brain.
Fig. 1: human eye
Eye movement is the voluntary or involuntary movement of the eyes, helping in acquiring, fixating and tracking visual stimuli. It may also compensate for a body movement, such as when moving the head.
There are three main basic types of eye movements:
Vergence Movements or convergence are the movements of both eyes to make sure that the image of the object being looked at falls on the corresponding spot on both retinas.
Saccades are the rapid movement of eyes that is used while scanning a visual scene. During each saccade the eyes move as fast as they can and the speed cannot be consciously controlled in between the stops. [8] . The movements are worth a few minutes of arc, moving at regular intervals about three to four per second. Pursuit Movements or Smooth pursuit are the movements that the eyes make while tracking an object's movement, so that its moving image can remain maintained on fovea
METHODS
The aim of this study is to find a precise pupil tracking algorithm by active contours and particle filter in order to use obtained information sophisticated applications such as HCI, behavioral research, medicals and so on.
Pupil tracking algorithm used in this research consists of four stages that can be seen in figure 3 respectively. As we know quality of eye tracking performance, directly related to the quality of captured images from camera, for this reason we used infrared illuminator for imaging. Using infrared for imaging, not only improve imaging quality but also minimize ambient light sources effects. In addition whereas infrared is not visible for human, making least interference with other activities. But this is not the whole story, because in spite of infrared benefits, our image will suffer from corneal reflections which may degrade pupil detection accuracy and cause faults in detection step. Hence by applying a circular average filter and choosing appropriate search radius, algorithm can omit disturbing reflections.
Another auxiliary tool for increasing the quality of imaging at the same time reducing computational complexity is HMD camera. As you see in figure 2 camera is mounted on a helmet and the camera situated in front of one eye. By focusing camera on the eye, we have only the eye image, so the captured image has better resolution and there is no need for the detection algorithm to search for the eye in the face image.
The next stage and one of the most important one, is pupil detection, because without having correct information about pupil's position, next operations can't be done and even a tiny error in this step, will ruin tracking procedure.
After pupil detection, we must model it. Pupil has two distinct features; dark color and circular form that ease modeling of pupil. Modeling pupil helps us to reduce processing load of the system by tracking only the model parameter instead of tracking every point of pupil.
Finally we must track model parameters frame by frame in order to locate pupil in each frame precisely and monitor pupil changes and its moving pattern. 
Eye detection and modeling
In order to detect pupil, we first make a rough estimate of pupil using variable thresholding. We start thresholding by low threshold level and in each step, shape feature and circularity of pupil are determined, thresholding continues till circularity condition is met. After estimating pupil position we should define exact boundaries of pupil. In our proposed algorithm active contours or snakes is applied to detect the accurate pupil circle, which consequently increases the performance of the tracking algorithm in terms of accuracy and processing time. For detection of the exact contour of pupil, we will apply n snake points to initial contour of pupil, obtained by thresholding. The snake curve is deformed iteratively by minimizing the energy function, in each iteration a new snake curve with lower energy and better fitting to the pupil boundary is obtained. Having precise contour of pupil we are ready to model the pupil and it helps us reducing computational complexity of the algorithm, because by tracking the model parameters we can reproduce pupil. Unlike what is assumed, pupil always is not like a complete circle and mostly near to an ellipse. If we model pupil to a circle, we might lose some marginal information of pupil and tracking accuracy will be degraded. Consequently we used an ellipse with five dimensional vector. Ellispse parameters are as follow:
, where (c x , c y ) is the center of the pupil, λ 1 , λ 2 are the major and minor axes, and θ is the angle of the major axis with respect to the vertical coordinate. This vector represents the state of the system.
Eye tracking
The final and the most important stage of this algorithm, is tracking of pupil with particle filter. Particle filters approximate the continuous conditional pdfp(x k |Z k ) by an independent set of random samples (also known as particles)
{ } and associated positive weights { } . The PF is an algorithm for propagating and updating the samples and weights numerically such that the random samples are approximately distributed as independent samples arising from the pdfp(x k |Z k ). The numerical approximation for the prediction step is
The detailed steps of the PF with sampling importance resampling (SIR) are:
1. Select the number of particles (N) to be generated and the threshold for resampling (N thres )
Initialization
Set k = 1.
Generate samples { } from the prior density p 0 (x 1 ). 
EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS
Performance of the proposed algorithm in detection was examined on the CASIA-Iris V3.05 which over 700 of eye images went through pupil detection algorithm and in tracking, was examined on videos recorded by HMD camera from 20 persons with 25 fps and results are summarized in Table 1 . All experiments were done by MATLAB R2008-a on a 2.8 GHz PC with 4 GB of memory.
DISCUSSION
The main objective of this research was set to develop a low cost and simple eye tracking system based on pupil detection and continuous tracking of pupil with HMD camera that makes user move head freely in order to investigate pupil changes and studying pupil moving pattern. Precise detection of pupil by snakes and tracking by PF were key factors to our success.
One challenge using particle filter, is computational load of the filter that increases processing time and problem arises while using in real-time applications. One interesting offer for future development, is combining PF with IMM, so we can use different types of filter for different moving pattern of pupil in order to reduce computational cost. 
